Warsaw, 8th October 2018.

Wolves Summit is coming back to Warsaw in October
Innovation in technology is a topic that doesn’t seem to leave the top of the trending
page. The startup ecosystem around the world, Poland included, is developing at a
satisfying pace. It comes as no surprise then that many international conferences
emerge from the success of this business ecosystem. But in the ocean of them, there
is one that has managed to provide an incredible, quality experience that, above all, is
highly relevant in the tech environment; Wolves Summit.
The 8th edition of Wolves Summit is coming back to Warsaw, Poland on 23-24 October
2018. It’s the best quality international networking conference for startups, investors, and
corporates.
The co-organized by the city of Warsaw conference offers a unique opportunity to meet 300
startups, 200 investors, and 300 corporates and executives of the global tech ecosystem, all
in one place. Thanks to the precise matchmaking tool available before and during the
conference, participants will have the chance to schedule over 3000 well-matched 1:1
meetings with those relevant to their business needs. During previous editions, attendees
have set up 18980 such meetings, this part of the event is the key element of why many top
players of tech environment have been coming back to Wolves Summit and have
permanently inscribed the event in their calendars.
Top players of the innovative world
One of the inseparable elements of Wolves Summit is the Main Stage, where all the key
notes and panel discussions happen. This edition the speaker line-up is undoubtedly
impressive. The event will be focusing on several industries and emerging topics including
Blockchain, Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, Artificial Intelligence and Hardware. Some
of the speakers that you might expect to share their ideas, stories and knowledge are
Rudradeb Mitra, an AI expert who has built 6 startups in 4 countries and has over 9 years of
experience in building AI and Machine learning products, Evren Ay, the founder of
MotaWord - the world’s fastest human translation platform and Basia Nasiorowska.
A wolf-shaped turning point
Being dedicated to innovation in technology, Wolves Summit provides startups with many
possibilities to gain leverage, boost their growth and spread their impact throughout the
global stage. One of the opportunities for the tech entrepreneurs is the Great Pitch Contest
where the best selected startups will get a chance to pitch their ideas in front of the investors
and partners. This edition Wolves Summit is partnering with Fenox Venture Capital to invite
the winner of the Great Pitch Contest to the Grand Finale of Startup World Cup in San
Francisco where they will have the possibility to win the grand investment prize worth $1 000

000. Also, for all the Great Pitch Contest finalists, StartupJobs.pl will provide annual free
publishing of job offers on the site and possible further media exposure. Wolves
Summit is going to finish with an Central European Startup Awards, an Award Show created
for the startup ecosystem to gather, have fun and enjoy the accomplishments and celebrate
the wins of fellow entrepreneurs. The gala is the region’s biggest no-pitch no-conference
startup festival with the aim to inspire, stimulate and recognise entrepreneurship throughout
Central Europe whilst connecting a community of startup enthusiasts to an entire ecosystem
of collaborators and supporters at all levels.

Contacts above all
The Wolves Summit conference gathers the representatives of many environments,
including corporations, investors, and promising startups from around the world. 1:1
meetings are one of the most important elements of the event. Participants can schedule
15-minute conversations with relevant people before the conference even begins. It allows
them to pack their calendars and match the interlocutors to certain criteria.
The eighth Wolves Summit conference is taking place in Warsaw, Poland on 23-24 October
2018. Up to 1500 people from over 60 countries are expected to participate. Additional
information about the event and participation opportunities are available on the website:
www.wolvessummit.com.
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